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16O Coulomb dissociation: towards a new means to determine the $^{12}$C + $\alpha$ fusion rate in stars
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Abstract

A feasibility study was made of an important aspect of the Coulomb-dissociation method, which has been proposed for the determination of the rate of the astrophysically important $^{12}$C($\alpha$, $\gamma$)$^{16}$O reaction. A crucial aspect is the disentanglement of nuclear and Coulomb interactions on one hand and the separation of dipole and quadrupole contributions on the other. As a first step the resonant breakup via two well-known 2$^+$ states of $^{16}$O was measured. The differential cross section of $^{208}$Pb($^{16}$O, $^{16}$O*)$^{208}$Pb and the angular correlations of the fragments $^{12}$C and $\alpha$ in the center of mass were measured and compared to theoretical predictions calculated in DWBA and the coupled-channel method. The best agreement was found for the state at 11.52 MeV associated to a one-step excitation from the ground state, while the 9.84 MeV requires coupling to the first-excited 2$^+$ state and is not well described.
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The \( ^{12}\text{C}(\alpha, \gamma)^{16}\text{O} \) reaction is known as one of the most important nuclear reactions in astrophysics, and remains one of the most challenging to study. Despite many experimental efforts to measure direct radiative capture (see in particular [1–7]), our knowledge of the cross section is still unsatisfactory. Measurements have been carried out down to a center-of-mass energy of \( \epsilon = 1 \text{ MeV} \) with relatively low statistics, requiring uncertain extrapolation of the fusion excitation function down to \( \epsilon = 300 \text{ keV} \), i.e., the astrophysically relevant region. The uncertainty is due to the many different mechanisms that contribute.

A promising alternative to direct measurements is the Coulomb-dissociation method (see in particular [8–12] and [13] for a complete review). This method highly favors the \( \alpha \) component and appears to be complementary to the \( ^{16}\text{N}^\beta\text{-delayed }\alpha\text{-decay technique} \) that allowed the estimation of the \( \text{E1} \) contribution [14,15].

A complicating aspect is the uncertainty in the nuclear interaction amplitude interfering with the Coulomb part of the interaction. Moreover, one must disentangle the dipole and quadrupole contributions. Measuring Coulomb breakup at \( \epsilon \approx 300 \text{ keV} \) all complications occur simultaneously. Therefore, as an intermediate step we have studied the dissociation via two well-known \( 2^+ \) states in \( ^{16}\text{O} \). This restricts the problem to the nuclear-Coulomb interference. However, such measurements at larger center-of-mass energies \( \epsilon \approx 4 \text{ MeV} \) require a spectrograph with large angular opening and momentum bite, as we will discuss below. The Big Bite Spectrometer (BBS) at KVI fulfills this requirement. Our result clearly indicates the crucial role of the nuclear part of the interaction and the additional steps required for a reliable measurement in the astrophysically relevant energy region.

The Coulomb-dissociation experiment was carried out on the well-known \( 2^+ \) states at 9.84 MeV (\( 2^+_1 \); \( \epsilon = 2.68 \text{ MeV} \)) and 11.52 MeV (\( 2^+_1 \); \( \epsilon = 4.36 \text{ MeV} \)) in \( ^{16}\text{O} \). The aim was twofold: first, to test the possibility to fit the angular distributions with distorted-wave Born approximation (DWBA) or coupled-channel (CC) calculations that include the nuclear and Coulomb interactions and the interferences between their contributions; second, to measure the angular correlations of the fragments in the breakup center of mass. It has been shown [8,10,11] that the angular correlation of the fragments is very sensitive to the interference between the contributions of the various multipoles involved in the excitation process. Therefore, a measurement of the angular correlation of the fragments is an important requirement to separate the \( \text{E1} \) and \( \text{E2} \) contributions in the \( ^{16}\text{O} \) continuum.

Two experiments were carried out. For the first experiment, the superconducting cyclotron AGOR at KVI provided a 60 MeV/u \( ^{16}\text{O} \) beam to bombard a 7.8 mg/cm\(^2\) \( ^{208}\text{Pb} \) target. The final experiment used an 80 MeV/u \( ^{16}\text{O} \) beam, and a 4 mg/cm\(^2\) \( ^{208}\text{Pb} \) target to reduce straggling effects. At these energies there is a sufficiently high yield of virtual photons for a high excitation cross section. The experimental detection technique exploits the fact that the relative energy of the \( \alpha \) and \( ^{12}\text{C} \) particles in the moving \( ^{16}\text{O}^* \) frame is small. In the laboratory frame their velocities are approximately equal to the beam velocity. The magnetic rigidities of the particles are also close because of the same mass-to-charge ratio \( A/q = 2 \) for both \( \alpha \) and \( ^{12}\text{C} \) (see Fig. 1). Both particles could then be detected in the spectrometer where their relative momentum could be measured. In nearly all cases of elastic breakups (without target excitation), the magnetic rigidity of one fragment is slightly above the magnetic rigidity of elastically scattered \( ^{16}\text{O} \) particles, while the other is slightly below. When the nominal rigidity of the spectrometer is set to the rigidity of elastically scattered \( ^{16}\text{O} \) particles, the fragments can simultaneously be detected in the scintillator paddles on the left and right sides of the nominal rigidity, respectively.

As shown in Fig. 1, a high beam velocity reduces the angular opening between the fragments in the laboratory frame, as well as the momentum bite, and increases the chance to detect both fragments simultaneously. Moreover, an important aspect of the experiment is the measurement of the fragment angular correlations in the center-of-mass frame. A large acceptance, therefore, allows the measurement of the correlations following the breakup via the \( 2^+ \) states located at relatively high excitation energy. The \( B \)-mode of the BBS has large acceptances in both angular opening (10 msr) and momentum bite (19%) and is therefore well suited for this type of measurement [16].

The BBS ion-detection system [17] consisted of two cathode-strip chambers (CSC’s) for position and angle measurements. These were placed in a vacuum.
Fig. 1. For a given oxygen scattering angle, the limiting factors are the spectrometer angular and momentum (or equivalently velocity) acceptances, \( \vec{v}_C \) and \( \vec{v}_\alpha \) are the velocities in the breakup center of mass of \( ^{12}\text{C} \) and \( ^{4}\text{He} \), \( \vec{V}_C \) and \( \vec{V}_\alpha \) are their velocities in the laboratory frame, \( \zeta \) is the angle between \( \vec{V}_C \) and \( \vec{V}_\alpha \), \( V_O \) is the velocity of \( ^{16}\text{O} \) in the laboratory, i.e., the velocity of the center of mass and \( \theta_{C\text{cm}} \) and \( \theta_{\alpha\text{cm}} \) are the breakup polar angles of the fragments in the \( ^{16}\text{O}^* \) center of mass. (\( \phi_{C\text{cm}} \) and \( \phi_{\alpha\text{cm}} \), not shown for clarity, are the out of plane angles.)

chamber, with the first one positioned at the BBS focal plane and the second 30 cm further downstream. Outside the vacuum chamber, scintillator paddles placed downstream measured the time of flight and energy loss of the light ions. A coincidence between the scintillator paddles was used as the trigger condition for the experiment. In this configuration, the elastically scattered \( ^{16}\text{O} \) particles arrived near the center of the focal plane, where they were stopped with a narrow brass finger to avoid high count rates and random coincidences.

The time of flight through the BBS and the energy loss of each fragment in the scintillator paddles provided full particle identification. In this way \(^{12}\text{C}–^{4}\text{He} \) coincidences were distinguished from other coincident fragmentation products. The measurement of the positions and angles of the fragments in the spectrometer focal plane by the CSC’s allowed the calculation of their trajectories through the spectrometer. The reconstruction of the angular correlations of the fragments in the breakup center of mass and of the angular distribution of the \( ^{16}\text{O}^* \) particles before breakup in the laboratory was carried out via a ray-tracing matrix containing the empirical ion-optical parameters of the BBS.

For natural parity states, the excited \( ^{16}\text{O} \) nucleus decays into \( ^{4}\text{He} \) and \( ^{12}\text{C} \) in their 0\(^+\) ground states. However, two 2\(^−\) states in \( ^{16}\text{O} \), lying at 12.53 MeV and 12.97 MeV, can only decay to the first-excited state of \( ^{12}\text{C} (2^+, 4.44 \text{MeV}) \), because a transition to the ground state is parity-forbidden. In this case, these events appear in the region of interest of the relative-energy spectrum. However, we could remove these events because the sum of the kinetic energies of the fragments plus the \( Q \)-value of the reaction is nearly equal to the beam energy for decays to ground states, while this is 4.44 MeV lower for decays to the first-excited state of \( ^{12}\text{C} \). The \(^{208}\text{Pb} \) recoil energy is about 200 keV. The sum-energy spectrum also allowed the discrimination of mutual-excitation events, i.e., when the target is also excited. Thus to measure breakup at relative high energies is not as demanding as for the astrophysically relevant small energies. In the BBS configuration, the optimal resolution in \( \epsilon \) is determined by the angular resolution in the opening angle \( \zeta \). An average resolution of 5 mrad can be achieved; at \( \epsilon = 400 \text{keV} \) this means a resolution of 40 keV. However, at these small energies other issues such as track separation become increasingly important, and were not part of the present study.
Fig. 2. The calculated angular differential cross section of $^{16}$O excited to the $2^+$ resonance at 11.52 MeV for a beam energy of 80 MeV/nucleon. The dotted line is a pure nuclear calculation, the dashed line is pure Coulomb, and the solid line includes both interfering interactions.

To elucidate the role of the nuclear and Coulomb processes and their interference, separate calculations for either contribution were made, the details will be discussed later. The result is shown in Fig. 2. The maximum Coulomb contribution occurs near the $^{16}$O scattering angle of $3^\circ$, where a strong interference occurs with the nuclear contribution that dominates elsewhere. The BBS was set at an angle of $3^\circ$.

To make comparisons between the experimental data and calculations, three different projections were made in view of the limited statistics. These are the angular distribution of the reconstructed $^{16}$O* and the correlations in the scattering plane $W_{\theta C_{cm}}$ (to be referred to as $W_\theta$) and out of the scattering plane $W_{\phi C_{cm}}$ (to be referred to as $W_\phi$). Here $\theta = 0$ corresponds to the direction of the $^{16}$O* particle and $\phi = 0$ to its reaction plane (left side). In particular the strongly varying acceptance for the reconstructed $^{16}$O*, further complicated by some poorly functioning sections of the focal plane detectors, did not allow to construct an acceptance and efficiency corrected $^{16}$O* angular distribution. Instead the following strategy was adopted: the results of DWBA and CC calculations performed with the code ECIS [18] were sampled in a Monte Carlo event simulation that takes into account the specific efficiency and acceptance of the setup (details are in Ref. [19]). The $2^+$ state at 9.84 MeV is known to be populated via a coupling with the $2^+$ state at 6.92 MeV [20]. Therefore, coupled-channel calculations were necessary to calculate the differential cross section for the state at 9.84 MeV. The DWBA and CC calculations were carried out with the optical-model potential parameters determined in Ref. [21] from elastic scattering of 94 MeV/u $^{16}$O on $^{208}$Pb. We made the usual assumption of equal deformation lengths for each potential. The sampling took into account the angular correlations of the fragments calculated from the $m$-substate population with the $S$-matrix elements computed by ECIS. The obtained differential distributions of $^{208}$Pb($^{16}$O, $^{16}$O*)$^{208}$Pb for both $2^+$ resonances are shown in Fig. 3. The simulations also provide predictions for the angular correlations of the fragments in the center of mass. The results are plotted for both states in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively.

In the following we discuss the comparison between data and calculations. First we note the impact of the nuclear contribution in the calculated angular distributions. The CC and DWBA calculations predict different interference patterns, indicating the importance of a correct description. The overall agreement is
Fig. 3. Angular distributions of $^{16}\text{O}^*$ for both $2^+$ states. The data points are from the final experiment, the lines are from the Monte Carlo sampling of the ECIS calculations described in the text. The lines are marked the same way as in Fig. 2. The differential cross sections for the states at 9.84 MeV and 11.52 MeV were calculated with CC and DWBA, respectively. The average angular resolution is about 0.3°.

best for the state at 11.52 MeV (bottom Figs. 3 and 5). The minimum $\chi^2$ in fitting the angular distribution gave a deformation length of $\delta = 0.083 \pm 0.003$ fm, only about 5% lower than the value extracted from literature [22]. This would correspond to a 10% error in the reduced transition probability and thus in the cross section. This is actually comparable to the systematic error in the normalization of the data, which was estimated to be 7%. Therefore, the integrated cross section over the investigated region is well measured. It also supports strongly that the DWBA calculations describe the excitation process including both Coulomb and nuclear interactions and their interferences. Therefore, this implies that the method can be used to measure the deformation parameters and to deduce the reduced electromagnetic transition probabilities $B(E2)$.

Figs. 4 and 5 show that the angular correlations $W_\theta$ are reproduced if not very accurately for the points at 55° and 65° in both cases. Both angular correlations $W_\phi$ display the typical quadrupole distribution pattern. The state at 11.52 MeV is nearly perfectly reproduced. The state at 9.84 MeV shows a yield twice too strong for three points around 180°, while it is relatively good at other angles. The fact that populating this state requires a complex excitation process might be the reason why this is not perfectly reproduced by the calculations. However, the low-energy continuum of $^{16}\text{O}$ is excited directly from the ground state with little contributions from any coupled channels [20], therefore this should not be an issue for future experiments aiming to measure at excitation energies of relevance for stellar burning.

As a further check calculations for both states were carried out using the folded-potential model. In this model a collective $L = 2$ transition density of the
Fig. 4. The angular correlations $W_\theta$ (upper panel) and $W_\phi$ (lower panel) of the $^{12}$C fragment for the 9.84-MeV resonance in the center-of-mass frame of the decaying $^{16}$O and oriented in the direction of its velocity. (The $\alpha$-particle correlation is at complementary angles.) The average $\theta$ and $\phi$ resolutions are about 15$^\circ$ and 20$^\circ$, respectively.

1st derivative type is used that reproduces the measured $B$(E2) value for the respective transitions. This is folded with a projectile-nucleon interaction [19] to obtain the transition potential, which is used in the DWBA calculations. These results were also sampled with the setup efficiency but give yields more than 50% below the experimental values. Thus, we observe that the amplitude of the nuclear component depends on whether the deformed-potential or the folded-potential model is used. The data imply that the phenomenological deformed-potential model as implemented in ECIS gives a better description of the data in this case than the folding-potential model. In the future, this issue should be resolved by an independent test of the models on the $2_1^+$ bound state in $^{16}$O at 6.92 MeV, i.e., a measurement of the differential cross section under the same experimental conditions as for the unbound $2_2^+$ and $2_3^+$ states.

The current procedure is tailored to the case of $2^+$ states and therefore no interference with E1 excitations is taken into account. For a continuum measurement, the Coulomb-excitation process and the fact that $^{16}$O, $^{12}$C and $\alpha$ are self-conjugate nuclei favor the quadrupole contribution. Nevertheless, the dipole part is present and must be measured and extracted. Our experiments show that in principle the E1–E2 interference pattern, which should lead to forward–backward asymmetry in the angular correlations, should also be measurable in the continuum via the fragment angular correlations, and thus permits a separation of both contributions. A better test could be done by measuring the two-dimensional correlation of the fragments instead of its projections on the $\theta_{cm}$ and $\phi_{cm}$ axes. This will require high statistics.

The next generation experiments could measure the continuum cross section and separate the E1
and E2 components. A comparison with the direct-measurement data that exist at $\epsilon > 1$ MeV would be an ultimate verification of the Coulomb-dissociation method applied to the $^{12}$C($\alpha$, $\gamma$)$^{16}$O reaction. A measurement at $\epsilon < 1$ MeV where almost no data exist, would be accepted with more confidence. If the E1 component is sufficiently strong at low energy, also matching with the $^{16}$N decay data [14,15] can be verified. In all cases the nuclear contribution will have to be checked by observing the differential cross section and correlations at scattering angles larger than 5° where the nuclear contribution is largely predominant.
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